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The! problem! with! the! traditional! law"teaching! approach! is! that! it! constructs! a! primary! epistemic!foundation!for!legal!understanding,!which!is!based!on!the!one!mother"system.! This!creates!an!implicit!mono"epistemology,!which!makes!lawyers!regard!their!own!system! as!'normal'!and!other!systems!as!'not"normal'!or,!at!least,!something!that!is!'less"normal'.! From! this! mono"epistemic! platform,! the! law"student! is! first! immersed! in! the! one" approach"thinking,!which!later!makes!it!difficult!to!epistemologically!adapt!to!transnational! pluralism!and!to!genuinely!accept!different!approaches.!Here!it!is!tentatively!argued!that! today's! law"teaching! should! start! from! general! legal! questions! without! compulsory! prior! epistemic!embedding!to!one's!own!national!law.!Shortly!afterwards,!students!should!first! be! introduced! to! different! solutions! and! different! ways! to! construct! legal! questions! and! ways! for! answering! them.! What! is! important! to! note! in! this! context! is! that! this! is! something!more!than!just!adding!traditional!international!law!or!comparative!law!as!a!field! of!legal!science!in!the!law!curriculum. 4 ! ! The! sketch"like! argument! in! this! paper! draws! inspiration! from! the! pedagogical! theory! of! so"called! constructivism.! In! following! this! theory,! one! may! say! that! in! reality! no! one! can! teach!law.!Accordingly,!an!effective!law!curriculum!is!one!which!can!stimulate!students!to! learn! legal! thinking.! So,! law! students! learn! law! well! when! they! construct! their! own! legal! understanding! from! multiple! sources.! If! this! idea! is! taken! seriously,! most! teaching! of! national! law! should! take! place! only! after! the! first! steps! of! the! self"construction! of! the! student's!legal!thinking!have!taken!place.!In!this!kind!of!pedagogic!vision,!it!is!presupposed! that! the! role! of! the! learner! is! not! primarily! to! assimilate! whatever! one! legal! system! presents.!The!constructivist!approach!suggests!that!the!learner!is!more!actively!involved!in! a!joint!enterprise!with!the!law!teacher!of!constructing!new!legally!relevant,!and!perhaps! competing,! meanings.! Comparative! law! and/or! foreign! law! and! even! approximate! knowledge!of!different!foreign!approaches!to!similar!types!of!questions!may!be!regarded! as!a!valuable!tool!for!the!construction!of!a!primary!pluralistic!legal!mind.
5 ! ! ! ! ! ! 4 ! So,! "a! quickie! version! of! international! law"! is! simply! not! enough! if! we! are! to! take! transnational! challenge! seriously,!as!Anita!Bernstein!has!pointed.!See!Bernstein,!On!Nourishing!the!Curriculum!with!a!Transnational!Law! Lagniappe,!56!JOURNAL!OF!LEGAL! EDUCATION!578,!593!(2006) .! 5 ! If! one! has! followed! the! intense! debate! within! comparative! law,! one! may! raise! one's! eyebrows! while! reading! expressions!like!"similar!type!of!questions".!Some!might!detect!'a!functionalist!bias'!in!this!line!of!argumentation.! For!more!details!see,!Jaakko!Husa,!Farewell!to!Functionalism!or!Methodological!Tolerance?,!67!RABELS!ZEITSCHRIFT! FÜR!AUSLÄNDISCHES!UND!INTERNATIONALES! PRIVATRECHT,!419!(2003) .!Be!that!as!it!may,!here!the!underlying!idea!is!that! law! teaching! and! learning! should! be! focused! on! something! which! is:! "deeply! rooted! or! profound…that! which! pervades! all! of"! legal! systems! as! H.! Patrick! Glenn! puts! it.! See! H.! Patrick! Glenn,! Doing! the! Transsystemic:! Legal! Systems!and!Legal!Traditions,!50!MCGILL!LAW!JOURNAL!863,!867!(2005) 
B.!Law!Curriculum!as!a!Hidden!Epistemic!Curriculum!! ! We! may! speak! of! a! law! curriculum! in! many! senses.! Obviously! the! most! basic! manner! to! conceive!a!law!curriculum!is!to!regard!it!as!some!kind!of!aggregate!of!courses!given!in!a! law!faculty!or!law!school.!Accordingly,!debate!or!discussion!about!a!law!curriculum!tends! to! concern! questions! like:! what! courses! should! be! included,! how! much! material! should! include!criminal!law!and!how!much!should!students!study!constitutional!law!or!should!the! law! curriculum! be! expanded! also! to! cover! other! disciplines! such! as! economics,! political! science,! or! sociology.! Undoubtedly! this! is! something! that! all! academic! law! teachers! are! very!much!familiar!with!i.e.!the!constant!battle!between!public!law!and!private!law!or!the! eternal! question! of! how! much! legal! history! and! how! much! philosophy! of! law! should! necessarily!be!included.!And,!as!we!are!well!aware,!comparativists!have!played!their!part!in! these!debates.!Such!arch"type!comparative!lawyers!as!Konrad!Zweigert!and!Hein!Kötz!have! presented!the!standard!comparative!law!argument!by!stressing!the!general!importance!of! comparative! law! in! all! legal! education:! "Comparative! law! offers! the! law! student! a! whole! new!dimension,!from!it!he!can!learn!to!respect!the!special!legal!cultures!of!other!peoples,! he!will!understand!his!own!law!better…". 6 ! ! Basically,! comparative! law! adherents! have! said! and! are! still! saying! that! we! should! have! more!comparative!law!and!foreign!law!included!in!national!law!curricula.!As!such,!there!is! nothing! wrong! with! this! argument.! The! basic! idea! is! to! have! deeper! integration! of! comparative!law!into!the!teaching!of!national!law. 
does!not!appear!legally!relevant.!From!the!point!of!view!of!legal!education,!the!epistemic! outcome!may!be!described!by!the!words!of!W.J.!Kamba:!"One!is!inclined!to!think!that!the! solutions!of!one's!own!legal!order!are!the!only!possible!ones". 13 !So,!it!is!not!claimed!that! one! necessarily! prefers! one's! own! law! knowingly,! but! that! one! is! in! an! epistemic! sense! inclined!to!do!that.!As!such,!this!is!certainly!not!anything!new!for!traditional!comparative! law!where!it!has!always!been!understood!that!the!law!that!is!taught,!"fixes!the!minds!of! those!who!administer!the!respective!legal!systems".
14 ! ! I.!Legal!Weltanschauung! ! Globalisation! and! the! expansion! of! transnational! law! changes! law! in! the! sense! of! rules,! principles,!institutions!and!procedures.!But!to!truly!deal!with!this!change!something!more! than!knowing!the!new!body!of!law!is!needed.!In!a!similar!vein,!it!has!been!recently!noted! that!we!need!not!only!globalisation!of!law!or!legal!science!but!rather!"a!globalisation!of!the! mind".
15 ! To! globalise! the! mind! has! necessarily! also! to! do! with! the! epistemic! legal! curriculum.!! ! What!is!sought!after!is!to!claim!that!when!one!follows!a!curriculum!it!is!not!only!important! what!is!in!the!curriculum!but!also!what!places!different!subject!areas!are!to!be!found,!and! in! what! order! they! are! presented! to! law! students.! For! instance,! if! comparative! law! or! foreign!law!comes!only!at!the!very!late!stages!of!studying,!it!also!reflects!an!implicit!idea! concerning! the! "right! place"! of! these! subject! areas! in! the! world! of! law;! they! come! only! after!the!'normal!stuff'!and!represent!something!that!is!'extra'.!The!theoretical!character!of! comparative!law!teaching!tends!to!fortify!this!impression!of!'extra'.!This!is!a!kind!of!legal! Weltanschauung! or! world"view"of"law! that! contains! the! epistemologically! defined! manners,! which! a! professional! law! person! uses! when! he! or! she! is! trying! to! perceive! the! world!of!law.
16 !In!this!sense!law!may!be!conceived!as!a!form!of!discourse!because!there!is! no! direct! cognitive! access! to! legal! reality.
17 ! The! world! of! law! cannot! be! touched! or! seen! and!yet!no!jurist!would!deny!that!in!some!miraculous!way!it!simply!exists.!But,!how!does! comparative!and!foreign!law!fit!in?!! .!And! finally,! this! epistemic! community! also! has! a! set! of! common! professional! practices! associated!with!a!set!of!legal!problems!to!which!their!professional!competence!is!directed.! These! common! professional! practices! are! based! on! implicit! conviction! of! "right"! legal! solutions! or! "proper"! way! to! look! and! assess! legal! dimensions! in! social! problems! (i.e.! members!of!the!community!think!like!lawyers).!In!a!word,!this!epistemic!community!has!a! shared! legal"world"view,! which! is! not! openly! displayed,! and! yet! it! exists. 23 ! The! law! curriculum!is!a!part!of!this!epistemic!community!and!they!cognitively!initiate!students!to! this!community.! ! Now,! legal! education! is! not! itself! the! same! as! this! epistemic! community,! but! what! education! does! is! take! part! in! constructing! this! epistemic! community! (or! to! be! precise! builds! some! of! its! basic! ontological! and! epistemological! commitments! about! law)! by! providing! a! world"view"of"law,! which! is! based! on! one! national! system! i.e.! mono" understanding.!What!follows,!is!a!certain!way!to!conceive!one's!own!law!as!being!'natural'! and!other!laws!as!'not"natural'. 24 !The!learning!outcome,!provided!by!the!hidden!epistemic! curriculum,! is! a! kind! of! a! mono"system"thinking,! which! has! proved! to! be! a! problem! for! today's!and!tomorrow's!legal!education,!because!legal!education!should!be!able!to!answer! the!call!of!the!wild!i.e.!face!the!promises!and!perils!of!transnational!legal!education.
25 !Here! it!is!suggested!that!comparative/foreign!law!might!have!an!important!role!in!this,!but!there! are! some! problems! with! this.! If! one! reads! comparative! law! literature! at! all,! one! cannot! avoid! the! fatherly! atmosphere! in! which! older! and! more! seasoned! comparativists! are! constantly!reminding!their!younger!colleagues!about!studying!foreign!law!carefully!and!not! making! any! such! foolish! assumptions! that! originate! from! their! own! legal! cultural! background.
26 !In!fact,!much!of!the!comparative!law!literature!genre!consists!of!warnings! stressing! the! perils! and! difficulties! lurking! behind! every! corner.! It! is! all! so! a! very! serious! business,! which,! accordingly,! starts! to! look! very! much! as! something! for! only! those! truly! initiated.
27 ! Surely,! this! risky! field! of! ambitious! legal! science! cannot! form! the! base! of! law! teaching!even!in!the!transnational!world?!Or!could!it?! ! hese!warnings!make!perfect!sense!if!we!are!dealing!with!the!comparative!research!of!law! i.e.! comparative! law! or! comparative! legal! studies! as! a! separate! academic! field! of! legal! science.
28 ! However,! it! may! be! useful! to! separate! the! teaching! of! law! (especially! at! undergraduate!level)!and!the!research!of!law!when!we!are!dealing!with!comparative!law.! From!the!perspective!of!teaching,!comparative!law!should!not!be!understood!exclusively! as! a! field! of! legal! science! but! rather! as! a! pedagogical! instrument.
29 ! Now,! if! comparative/foreign!law's!full!pedagogical!potential!is!going!to!be!used!we!cannot!simply! start!from!similar!ideas!about!the!required!skills:!first!year!students!and!professors!at!the! age!of!sixty!do!not!have!similar!skills.!Accordingly,!if!comparative!law!material!is!going!to! be!situated!in!the!curriculum!in!a!very!early!phase!(first!year!or!second!year)!it!is!practically! 24 ! This! is! very! close! to! Valcke's! (supra,! note! 21,! 177)! idea! according! to! which! this! kind! of! globally! oriented! law! teaching!offers!a!possibility!to:!"penetrate!another!system,!to!decipher!the!'law!in!minds'…to!get!acquainted!with! a!new!way!of!thinking".! What!the!learner!actually!does!is!select!and!transform!information,!construct!hypotheses,! and!make!decisions,!relying!on!a!cognitive!structure!to!do!so.!In!this!kind!of!process!it!is!the! cognitive! structure! (e.g.! schema! or! a! mental! model)! that! provides! meaning! and! organisation!to!experiences!and!allows!the!learner!to!go!actually!beyond!the!information! given.!In!this!kind!of!process!the!teacher!or!rather!the!instructor!tries!to!get!students!to! discover!'legal!things'!by!themselves.!Further,!the!teacher!and!the!learner!should!engage!in! an!active!dialog,!which!facilitates!the!process!of!learning. 33 !! ! The! idea! is! not! to! forget! to! teach! skills! but! to! change! the! manner! in! which! the! required! skills!are!taught;!skills!are!taught!and!learned!discretely.!In!this!kind!of!constructivist!theory! of!learning!there!are!some!basic!principles!that!should!be!followed.!We!may!mention!two! of!those!principles!here.!An!important!principle!is!to!structure!the!teaching!so!that!it!may! be!easily!understood!by!the!student.!In!other!words,!students!should!have!an!active!role!in! law!learning.!The!second!important!principle!is!to!design!the!teaching!so!that!it!would!help! students! learn! to! fill! the! gaps.! This! is! precisely! what! is! meant! by,! "going! beyond! the! information!given".!What!is!hoped!for!in!this!kind!of!teaching!is!to!help!students!to!expand! and!further!develop!their!knowledge!by!enhancing!their!willingness!to!go!further!toward! new! learning.! Or! as! the! participants! in! NACLE! transnational! family! law! experiment! formulate!it,!though!without!referring!to!constructivist!learning!theories:!"Students!would! therefore!be!called!upon!to!research…". 34 !! ! Of!course,!all!this!may!sound!nice!and!all,!but!we!may!wonder!how!this!works!in!practice.
35 ! It!is!not!the!task!of!this!paper!to!delve!deep!into!the!practical!issues,!yet!something!seems! to!be!very!clear.
36 !There!are!at!least!two!points!which!are!important!to!take!into!account.! The! first! one! deals! with! the! nature! of! questions! that! can! be! used! in! the! early"phase! of! comparative/foreign! law! teaching.! To! begin! with,! we! should! not! start! from! classical! 
